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J Audio is an Australian company, owned and operated for the past thirteen 
years by professional and passionate acoustic specialists.

For some years, J Audio has had a professional engineering, research and design team 
developing its five ranges: V, SV, JT, JP and CS. Our team ensures they use the best technol-
ogy for testing and production. J Audio handcrafts individual speakers, in turn taking forty-
five days to produce final assembly from workshop beginnings; this allows a week to burn in 
and machine test each product prior to dispatching.

J Audio partners with specialist providers for speaker drivers which are from Germany, our 
Birch Plywood Timber is sourced from Finland ensuring excellent quality, crossover com-
pounds are sourced from our suppliers in Japan and America and a CNC machine is used 
for all template cut-outs.

The SV Series
The low frequency porting configuration, high quality build process and unique rigging 
design, enable the SV Series to be applied in a wide range of multi function projects. Our 
internal cross over PCB is made from the highest quality components from Ersa and Spirit 
and now comes with short circuit protection to help minimise costly damage and downtime.

The V Series
Our “flagship” range of high-end production, touring and permanent install products start 
with a “V”. Now renowned for our “front of house” ground stacks, flown/suspended arrays 
and 3-way concert systems for live entertainment, our V-Rig and Mini V-Rig are sure to be 
sought after by music enthusiasts. There are plenty of optional accessories available ena-
bling every production to be professional, fabulous and safe.

The DA Series
The DA series of lightweight touring specific amplifiers was developed for use with our V and 
SV range of speakers. Large power handling and optional extras make our digital switch 
mode amplifier range very affordable. Running from 8 ohm down to 2 ohm per channel 
stereo, parallel or bridged it allows the end user to manage the power settings correctly and 
achieve comfortable levels on every system. The DA range has inbuilt protection circuits, a 
sensing cooling system and large LED indicator lights on the front panel.

The CS Series
The J Audio Contractor Series of speakers are the practical choice for any audio installation, 
and prove that modern aesthetic designs can be affordable without sacrificing sound quality. 
Available are two different models for various applications. The CS-208QF is the most com-
pact of the three and is suitable for any application. The back can model; the CS-208B offers 
enhanced sound quality and is suitable for a small bar, restaurant or gaming room applica-
tion. To maximise the features of the CS-208B, the Contractor Series Subwoofer model – the 
CS-208S can be utilised, ensuring maximum sound clarity in any chosen venue. 

Disclaimer: All prices shown in this catalogue are per item only. Due to constant improvements by J Distribution speci-
fications are subject to change. In good faith, this document and it’s content is true and correct at time of print, any 
errors and omissions are excepted.
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The Active LA Series
The elegant and stylish LA Series from J Audio 
offers a range of active line array cabinets and 
sub woofers suitable for diverse applications. 
On the small end of the scale, we offer a dual 
5” cabinet (shown in the advertisement) right 
through to a dual 12” able to handle concerts 
and stadium fit outs. 

The Active LA Series has optional on board 
proprietary J Audio DSP per cabinet, linked by 
ethernet cards and powered by a J Audio switch 
mode amplifier.

J Audio Warranties
V and SV Series - three years*
CS Range - one year*
JP18AB - two years*

All warranties: “back to base” 
terms apply* and warranties apply 
if product used as per specs ac-
companying product and must be 
genuine and product has not been 
tampered with.

* Conditions apply. For further in-
formation please contact our sales 
department.
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SV6I

SV206I

SV8I

SV10I

The SV6I, made from Birch Plywood Timber is the smallest 
speaker produced in the J Audio range. It has a compact pas-
sive design and is loaded with 1 x 6” dual voice coil driver and 
a 1” shallow throat horn. The SVI range of speaker boxes have 
been designed to mount horizontally or vertically in any type of 
installation. The rotatable horn flare and rotatable spring load-
ed speaker badge gives the end user or installer total flexibility 
on site. Our internal cross over PCB is made from the highest 
quality components from Ersa and Spirit and now comes with 
short circuit protection to help minimise costly damage and 
downtime.

This model is available in white or black and has a J Audio 
back panel with 2 x Neutrik NL4 connectors and 2 x screws in 
the terminal strip. Optional 316 stainless steel Grilles and M10 
screws are available for this model.

This speaker has been designed for use in bars, clubs, educa-
tion, houses of worship, studios, public areas, meeting rooms, 
amusement parks and more.

Our SV8I has outstanding power handling and efficiency 
moulded into one small unique speaker box, bass ports 
allow the 8” driver to push air forward and create a smooth 
wave of sound. It has a compact design and is loaded with 
a passive 1 x 8” driver and a 1.5” diaphragm and horn. The 
SV-I range of speaker boxes have been designed to mount 
horizontally or vertically in any type of installation. Rotatable 
horn flare and rotatable spring loaded speaker badge gives 
the end user or installer total flexibility on site. Our internal 
cross over PCB is made from the highest quality compo-
nents from Ersa and Spirit and now comes with short circuit 
protection to help minimise costly damage and downtime.

This model is available in white or black and has a J Audio 
back panel with 2 x Neutrik NL4 connectors and 2 x screws 
in the terminal strip.

This speaker has been designed for use in bars, clubs, edu-
cation, houses of worship, studios, public areas, meeting 
rooms, amusement parks and more.

Boasting both efficiency and huge power handling, 
the SV10I has been designed to use on any dance 
floor, stage “front of house” or sporting hall. This 
speaker can be paired with one of our SV sub woof-
ers and run as a stereo 2-way system. Tuned bass 
ports allow the 10” driver to create a smooth bass 
response. It has a compact passive design and is 
loaded with 1 x 10” driver and a 2.25” diaphragm 
and horn.

This model is available in white or black and has a 
J Audio back panel with 2 x Neutrik NL4 connectors 
and 2 x screw in the terminal strip.

This speaker has been designed for use in theatres, 
stadiums, entertainment centres, bars, clubs, stages 
or school halls, houses of worship, studios, public 
areas, amusement parks, indoor sporting fields and 
more.

The 206 Birch Timber speaker was added into the SV fam-
ily in 2010 for venues requiring wide dispersion of sound 
or for when installing in very low ceilings. It has a compact 
passive design and is loaded with 2 x 6” dual voice coil 
driver and a 1” shallow throat horn. The SV-I range of 
speaker boxes have been designed to mount horizontally 
or vertically in any type of installation. The rotatable horn 
flare and rotatable spring loaded speaker badge gives 
the end user or installer total flexibility on site. Our internal 
cross over PCB is made from the highest quality com-
ponents from Ersa and Spirit and now comes with short 
circuit protection to help minimise costly damage and 
downtime.

This model is available in white or black and has a J 
Audio back panel with 2 x Neutrik NL4 connectors and 2 x 
screws in the terminal strip.

This speaker has been designed for use in bars, clubs, 
education, houses of worship, studio, public areas, meet-
ing rooms, amusement parks and more.

 » 2-way full range passive with internal cross over
 » Speaker terminal strip for quick installation
 » Laser cut U bracket for quick installation
 » 14 x M10 rigging points
 » 90 x 50 degrees rotatable

Specifications:
RMS Power: 200W
Nominal Impedance: 8 ohm
Usable Frequency Range: 70Hz - 20KHz
Sensitivity: (1w/1m) 94dB

Specifications: 
RMS Power: 300W
Nominal Impedance: 8 ohm
Usable Frequency Range: 65Hz - 20KHz
Sensitivity: (1w/1m) 97dB

 » 2-way full range passive with internal cross over
 » Speaker terminal strip for quick installation
 » Laser cut U bracket for quick installation
 » 14 x M10 rigging points
 » 110 x 60 degrees rotatable

Specifications: 
RMS Power: 250W
Nominal Impedance: 4 ohm
Usable Frequency Range: 70Hz - 20KHz
Sensitivity: (1w/1m) 95dB

 » 2-way full range passive with internal cross over
 » Speaker terminal strip for quick installation
 » Laser cut U bracket for quick installation
 » 13 x M10 rigging points
 » 90 x 50 degrees rotatable

Specifications: 
RMS Power: 150W
Nominal Impedance: 8 ohm
Usable Frequency Range: 70Hz - 20KHz
Sensitivity: (1w/1m) 92dB

  RRP $ 749.00

  RRP $ 599.00   RRP $ 949.00

  RRP $ 1,349.00

J Audio SV Series

J Audio SV SeriesJ Audio SV Series

J Audio SV Series

 » 2-way full range passive with internal cross over
 » Speaker terminal strip for quick installation
 » Laser cut U bracket for quick installation
 » 14 x m10 rigging points
 » 90 x 50 degrees rotatable
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  RRP $ 1,599.00

  RRP $ 1,999.00

This single 15” bass reflex loaded sub woofer is the ideal solution for any small 
project or installation, which require a tight kick or extra bottom end, needing 
limited floor space. Built from 24mm Birch Plywood the solid structure cabinet can 
be mounted on either side or flown off the J Audio proprietary rigging tracks. The 
SV15 sub can also be used with a standard pole mount situated on the top centre 
for mobile, hire and production systems. Multi stacking cabinets is common prac-
tice with this product and J Audio has designed recessed feet to prevent cabinets 
from sliding or falling. 

The SV15S has 2 x Neutrik NL4 connectors on the back panels alongside 2 x 
screw down speaker terminals. This speaker is available in either black or white.

Our engineering team have designed this low profile efficient single 18” sub 
woofer with a back loaded driver design suited for any venue installation that 
requires a low frequency curve and sub impact. This 450mm high speaker 
box will suit any venue or booth seating arrangement. Built from 24mm Birch 
Plywood, the solid cabinet can be ground mounted or flown off the J Audio pro-
prietary rigging tracks. As an added feature, this sub woofer can be used with 
a pole mount if required for mobile, hire and production systems. Using multi 
stack cabinets is common practice with this product and J Audio has designed 
recessed feet to prevent cabinets from sliding or falling. 

The SV18S has 2 x Neutrik NL4 connectors on the back panels alongside 2 x 
screw down speaker terminals. This speaker is available in either black or white.

 » Solid cabinet structure
 » Ground stack anti-slip feet
 » J Audio proprietary flying track
 » Metal pole mount

Specifications:
RMS Power: 600W
Nominal Impedance: 8 ohm
Usable Frequency Range: 45Hz - 250Hz
Sensitivity: (1w/1m) 100dB

Specifications: 
RMS Power: 800W
Nominal Impedance: 8 ohm
Usable Frequency Range: 42Hz - 250Hz
Sensitivity: (1w/1m) 102dB

SV15S

 » Solid cabinet structure
 » Ground stack anti-slip feet
 » J Audio proprietary flying track
 » Metal pole mount

SV18S
J Audio SV Series

J Audio SV Series

Answering client requests our engineering 
team has developed a double locking, extra 
strong laser cut metal U bracket. Powder 
coated white or black; our brackets will 
support and protect your chosen J Audio 
products.

Between four and eight different beam angle 
settings can be used and is dependant on 
the speaker’s size. Enough adjustment has 
been factored during design to suit any 
installation or contractors design.

Optional stainless steel brackets available in 
different sizes and colours.

J Audio uses high tensile M10 eyebolts for all hanging 
applications. These eyebolts will fit any products in our 
speaker ranges. Optional O-ring eyelets are also available. 

All J Audio products are packaged in our full 
colour carton, the carton design will blend 
well with any showcase or showroom display. 
All J Audio cartons are printed using world 
approved barcodes and international shipping 
serial identification barcodes.

U-Brackets

Eye Bolts

Carton

J Audio Accessories

J Audio Accessories

J Audio Accessories
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The Indoor V Screen offers exceptional video 
contrast and superb visual effects. V Screen’s 
Australian engineering team have developed the 
indoor aluminium cabinet design for maximum 
cooling and quiet operation. This hanging or 
fixed cabinet structure can be customised to fit 
any installation application. V Screen uses CREE 
led to ensure the highest standards of colour 
batching in LED is obtained allowing for brilliant 
product quality and proven endurance. 

VS-PH6mm Indoor

The handcrafted single 10” and 2.5” horn 2-way V10 is designed 
for the live theatre and production market. Delivering smooth 
crossover frequency curves and superior pattern control, this 
Mini V Rig speaker should be your next choice in high-end sound 
reinforcement.

All V series are bi-amped 2-way or passive with a crossover 
switch located on the back panel, manufactured using PCB with 
Ersa components with short circuit fuse protection. Running with 
an SV or V series sub woofer will show it’s true characteristics, 
dispersement and efficiency. This would become a (MINI V-RIG) 
3-way system.

 » Double pole mount with 10 degrees tilt forward
 » 12 x M10 rigging points
 » J Audio proprietary flying track
 » Neutrik Nl4 x 2 connectors
 » Rotatable horn flare and speaker badge

The handcrafted single 12” and 3” horn 2-way V12 has been 
engineered for use by live bands, production houses and the 
high-end installation market. Delivering smooth cross over 
frequency curves and superior pattern control, this Mini V Rig 
speaker should be your next choice when considering high-
end sound reinforcement.

All V series are bi-amped 2-way or passive with a crossover 
switch located on the back panel, manufactured using PCB 
with Ersa components with short circuit protection. Running 
with a SV or V series sub woofer will show it’s true charac-
teristics, dispersement and efficiency. This would become a 
(MINI V-RIG) 3-way system.

 » Double pole mount with 10 degrees tilt forward
 » 12 x M10 rigging points
 » J Audio proprietary flying track
 » Neutrik Nl4 x 2 connectors
 » Rotatable horn flare and speaker badge
 » Fold back Monitor edge on right side

V10

V12

J Audio V Series

J Audio V Series

Specifications: 
RMS Power: 300W
Nominal Impedance: 8 ohm
Usable Frequency Range: 65Hz - 20KHz
Sensitivity: (1w/1m) 97dB

Specifications: 
RMS Power: 1000W
Nominal Impedance: 8 ohm
Usable Frequency Range: 55Hz - 18KHz
Sensitivity: (1w/1m) 98dB

  RRP $ 1,400.00

  RRP $ 2,399.00
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The handcrafted single 12” and 3” horn 2-way V12I is 
designed for the high-end installation and contractors 
market. Delivering smooth crossover frequency curves 
and superior pattern control, this Mini V Rig speaker 
should be your next choice when considering high-end 
sound reinforcement.

All V series are bi-amped 2-way or passive with a crosso-
ver switch located on the back panel, manufactured using 
PCB with Ersa components with short circuit fuse protec-
tion. Running with an SV or V series sub woofer will show 
it’s true characteristics, dispersement and efficiency. This 
would become a (MINI V-RIG) 3-way system.

 » J Audio propiartry laser cut U bracket
 » 12 x m10 rigging points
 » J Audio propiatry flying track
 » Neutrik Nl4 x 2 connectors
 » Rotatable horn flare and speaker badge
 » Fold back Monitor edge on right side

The handcrafted single 12” and 3” horn 2-way V12M is designed for the 
live events and the touring production market. Delivering smooth crosso-
ver frequency curves and superior pattern control, the stage monitor fold 
back speaker should be your next choice in high-end sound reinforce-
ment for any stage, band or DJ event. Offering 2 models for different sides 
of the stage or double stereo sends for singers, we offer a V12L (left) and 
V12R (right).

All V series are bi-amped 2-way or passive with a crossover switch located 
on the back panel, link inputs and outputs on both sides of the moni-
tors for smart cable access on stage, manufactured using PCB with Ersa 
components with short circuit protection. Sold in pairs and only shipped 
in J Audio flight cases.

 » Smart cable link in and out both sides
 » 6 x m10 rigging points
 » Neutrik Nl4 x 2 connectors both sides
 » Rotatable horn flare and speaker badge
 » Rubber feet
 » X fade Horn

V12I

V12M

J Audio V Series

J Audio V Series

Specifications: 
RMS Power: 1000W
Nominal Impedance: 8 ohm
Usable Frequency Range: 55Hz - 18KHz
Sensitivity: (1w/1m) 98dB

Specifications: 
RMS Power: 1000W
Nominal Impedance: 8 ohm
Usable Frequency Range: 55Hz - 18KHz
Sensitivity: (1w/1m) 98dB

  RRP $ 2,199.00

  RRP $ 2,299.00

The handcrafted single 15” and 3.5” horn 2-way V15 has 
been engineered for use by live bands, production houses 
and the high-end installation market. Delivering smooth 
crossover frequency curves and superior pattern control, 
the full sized V Rig speaker should be your next choice 
when considering high-end sound reinforcement.

All V series are bi-amped 2-way or passive with a crossover 
switch located on the back panel, manufactured using PCB 
with Ersa components with short circuit fuse protection. 
Running with a SV or V series sub woofer will show it’s true 
characteristics, dispersement and efficiency. This would 
become a (MINI V-RIG) 3-way system.

 » Double pole mount with 10 degrees tilt forward
 » 12 x M10 rigging points
 » J Audio proprietary flying track
 » Neutrik Nl4 x 2 connectors
 » Rotatable horn flare and speaker badge
 » Fold back monitor edge on right side

The handcrafted single 15”and 3.5” horn 2-way V15I is 
designed for the high-end installation and contractors 
market. Delivering smooth crossover frequency curves and 
superior pattern control, this Mini V Rig speaker should 
be your next choice when considering high-end sound 
reinforcement.

All V series are bi-amped 2-way or passive with a crosso-
ver switch located on the back panel, manufactured using 
PCB with Ersa components with short circuit fuse protec-
tion. Running with a SV or V series sub woofer will show 
it’s true characteristics, dispersement and efficiency. This 
would become a (MINI V-RIG) 3-way system.

 » Included is a J Audio Proprietary laser cut double  
 locking U bracket
 » 12 x M10 rigging points
 » J Audio proprietary flying track
 » Neutrik Nl4 x 2 connectors
 » Rotatable horn flare and speaker badge
 » Fold back monitor edge on right side

V15

V15I

J Audio V Series

J Audio V Series

Specifications: 
RMS Power: 1000W
Nominal Impedance: 8 ohm
Usable Frequency Range: 45Hz - 18KHz
Sensitivity: (1w/1m) 100dB

Specifications: 
RMS Power: 1000W
Nominal Impedance: 8 ohm
Usable Frequency Range: 45Hz - 18KHz
Sensitivity: (1w/1m) 100dB

  RRP $ 2,999.00

  RRP $ 2,999.00
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Our range or V Series sub woofers and JP Ac-
tive Series can now be used with our custom 
designed quick clip Dolly’s made from Finnish 
Birch Plywood, durable black coating, finished 
with soft stylish black carpet to protect the 
product and rolls with industry standard lock-
able blue rubber casters.

J Audio now offers 600vs woven, padded poly-
ester speaker covers, these are available for all 
speaker models in the V Series range. 
 

The “flagship” handcrafted double 18” front-loaded touring sub woofer is 
taking the world by storm. The V218S is designed for experts in pro audio 
production and installation works. With four tuned bass ports for extreme 
airflow forward and phase cancellation at the rear of the box, the super 
tight front loaded V218S will impress during each use. 

All V series are bi-amped 2-way or passive with a crossover switch 
located on the back panel, manufactured PCB with Ersa components 
with short circuit fused protection. Running with a SV or V series mid high 
cabinet will show it’s true characteristics, dispersment and efficiency. This 
would become a (V-RIG) 3-way system. Sold singularly only and shipped 
in J Audio flight cases.

 » Anti-slip ground stack feet
 » 12 x M10 rigging points
 » J Audio proprietary flying track
 » Neutrik Nl4 x 2 connectors
 » Rotatable speaker badge
 » Mount vertical or horizontal
 » Optional ground stack and flying hardware

Dollys & 
Speaker Covers

V218S

J Audio Accessories

J Audio V Series

Specifications: 
RMS Power: 2000W
Nominal Impedance: 4 ohm
Usable Frequency Range: 30Hz - 150Hz
Sensitivity: (1w/1m) 105dB

  RRP $ 5,899.00

Our Flight Cases are designed to meet world ship-
ping standards, using spring loaded handles, weight 
approved rubber lockable casters, metal bump guard 
corners, lockable metal clips and have a metal 90 
degree strengthening angle on every edge. Insides can 
be lined with rubber or foam depending on the contents. 
The design includes recessed wheel groves built for se-
cure multi stacking of cases. Also available are custom 
cases, further detail provided upon application.

Touring
Flight Cases

J Audio Accessories

Answering client requests our engineering team has 
developed a double locking, extra strong laser cut 
metal U bracket. Powder coated white or black; our 
brackets will support and protect your chosen J Audio 
products.

Between four and eight different beam angle settings 
can be used and is dependant on the speaker’s size. 
Enough adjustment has been factored during design to 
suit any installation or contractors design.

Optional stainless steel brackets available in different 
sizes and colours.

U-Brackets
J Audio Accessories
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The market called for our engineering team to design a 
complete set of ground stack and flying hardware for our 
V Series touring speakers as many production houses 
require a fast and reliable hardware option. Black powder 
coated frames are now ready for shipping, using snap lock 
pins and release buttons.

 » Horizontal ground stack
 » Flying horizontal sub array
 » Quick connect mid highs
 » Snap pins for speaker attachment

 » Vertical ground stack
 » Flying vertical sub array
 » Quick connect mid highs
 » Snap pins for speaker attachment

 » Shackle angle options
 » Single or double hang
 » Quick connect
 » Snap pins for speaker attachment

Flying Hardware
J Audio Accessories

V - Fly

V - Vert

V - Rig

The J Audio Contractor Series of speakers is 
the practical choice for any audio installation, 
and prove that modern aesthetic designs can 
be affordable without sacrificing sound quality. 
Available are two different models for various 
applications; the CS208QF and the CS208B. 
The CS208QF is the most compact of the series 
and is suitable for any application. The back can 
CS208B model offers enhanced sound quality 
and is suitable for a small bar, restaurant or gam-
ing room application. To maximise the features 
of the CS208B, the Contractor Series Subwoofer 
model – the CS208S can be utilised, ensuring 
maximum sound clarity in any chosen venue. 
The newly designed CS2300V is the preferred 
amplifier for the CS Series. 

J Audio Contractor Series
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The DA range of low impedance, switch mode TD 
amplifiers is manufactured to suit the entire J Audio 
range of speakers. Offering 2 channel or 4 channel 
and weighing 10kgs, the new look DA range has 
been compacted in a 2 rack chassis unit. Adjustable 
input gain and 3 way selectable input/output opera-
tion, stereo, parallel and bridge are all easily accessi-
ble from the dip switch on the back panel. With XLR 
inputs and Speakon NL4 outputs, both amplifiers 
have inbuilt short circuit protect, thermo sensing on 
the power supply and output boards, thermo sens-
ing fans and front panel LED PFL lights.

These amplifiers are designed for clubs, bars, live 
production, theatre, house of worship, education 
facilities, sports centres, stadiums, airports and 
commercial installations.

The DA range of low impedance switch mode TD 
amplifiers is manufactured to suit the entire J Audio 
range of speakers. Offering 2 channel or 4 channel 
and weighing 10kgs, the new look DA range have 
been compacted in a 2 rack chassis unit. Adjustable 
input gain and 3 way selectable input/output opera-
tion, stereo, parallel and bridge are all easily accessible 
from the dip switch on the back panel. With XLR inputs 
with Speakon NL4 outputs, both amplifiers have inbuilt 
short circuit protect, thermo sensing on the power sup-
ply and output boards, thermo sensing fans and front 
panel LED PFL lights.

These amplifiers are designed for clubs, bars, live 
production, theatre, house of worship, education facili-
ties, sports centres, stadiums, airports and commercial 
installations.

DA2-1800D

DA4-1300D

J Audio Digital Amplifier Series

J Audio Digital Amplifier Series

  RRP $ 5,299.00

  RRP $ 5,999.00

The JP18AB
Loaded with power, efficiency and features, 
the active 3-way all-in-one system is bound to 
impress. Delivering signal from the inbuilt ampli-
fier located at the back with an inbuilt cooling 
system and short circuit protection, this can be 
run 2 x 6”, 8”, 10” or 12” at 8 ohms as a mobile 
unit or used in a permanent installation with 4 x 
mid high speakers of any choice. For best per-
formance we recommend 4 tops to 1 sub. This 
cost effective, active all-in-one sub has been on 
the market for a number of years and has been 
purchased and utilised by schools, cafes, clubs, 
DJ’s and bands.

 » 2 channel switch mode
 » 2 rack unit
 » Light weight
 » Thermo protection

 » 4 channel switch mode
 » 2 rack unit
 » Light weight
 » Thermo protection
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The multi use dual channel 100v/70v and 4-16ohm public address amplifier from J Audio has 300 watt 
per channel. Sold to pair up with the CS range, it is one of the most popular products manufactured by J 
Audio. Built into a 2 rack metal chassis unit with rack ears for installation into 19” cabinets the CS2300V 
suits a number of different installations options. With short circuit protection, thermo sensing fans and 
link inputs and outputs by XLR, it’s hard to pass on this amplifier due its competitive price and suitability 
for use in the public address and contractor commercial market.

This amplifier is suited for use for background music systems in retail, pubs, clubs, education, meeting 
rooms, gyms, cafes, restaurants, court houses, shopping centres and commercial fit outs.

 » Dual channel
 » 300w per channel
 » 100v, 70v, 4-16 ohms
 » Inbuilt protection

The ideal everyday public address/BGM quick fit multi tap 
ceiling speaker is the fastest selling item in the J Audio 
Range. Designed to run from 1 watt to 15 watts over 5 tap 
settings with colour coded cable looms, it reduces time on-
site for the end user or installer. The 3 input options for the 
CS208QF are able to be selected by using different cables 
and are 100v, 70 v or low impedance at 8ohms.

Wanting to differ from other competitors, J Audio has intro-
duced a high impact omni tweeter making it our best value 8” 
ceiling speaker. It features a full range 2-way, which doesn’t 
require any output EQ and has been manufactured with a 
smooth frequency curve. Made from injection moulded plas-
tic, our ceiling speaker range will suit any budget and deliver 
exceptional performance.

These speakers are suited for use as background music 
systems in retail, hotels, clubs, education facilities, meeting 
rooms, gyms, cafes, restaurants, court houses, shopping 
centres and commercial fit-outs. 

This ideal high-end public address, BGM quick fit multi tap 
back can ceiling speaker is designed to operate from 1 watt 
to 30 watts over 5 tap settings; it reduces time on-site for the 
end user or installer. The 3 input options for the CS range 
selectable by our rotary knob are 100v, 70 v or low imped-
ance at 8ohms.

Unlike competitors ‘quick fit products’, J audio have intro-
duced a high impact omni tweeter making our 8” ceiling 
speaker a 2-way full range that doesn’t require any output EQ 
and has been manufactured with a smooth frequency curve. 
Made from injection moulded plastic, our ceiling speaker 
range will fit anyone budget and deliver exception perfor-
mance.

These speakers are suited for use as background music 
systems in retail, pubs, clubs, education, meeting rooms, 
gyms, cafes, restaurants, court houses, shopping centres 
and commercial fit outs.

The CS ceiling sub is designed for public address and BGM use. The 
multi tap back can ceiling sub woofer is the one of fastest selling items 
in the J Audio Range, designed to run from 1 watt to 30 watts over 5 
tap settings with an inbuilt low frequency crossover, it reduces time 
on-site for the end user or installer. The 3 input options for the CS 
Range, able to be selected by using the rotary knob are 100v, 70 v or 
low impedance at 8ohms.

J Audio has introduced a tuned bass port for the 8” ceiling sub that 
doesn’t require any output EQ and has been manufactured with a 
smooth frequency curve. Made from injection moulded plastic, this 
ceiling speaker range will suit any budget and deliver exceptional 
performance.

These speakers are suited for use as background music systems in 
retail, pubs, clubs, education, meeting rooms, gyms, cafes, restau-
rants, court houses, shopping centres and commercial fit outs.

CS-2300V

CS-208QF

CS-208B

CS-208S

J Audio Contractor Series

J Audio Contractor Series

J Audio Contractor Series

J Audio Contractor Series

 » 4 x quick fit wing clamps
 » Multi wattage tappings
 » High and low impedance
 » Colour coded cable looms
 » Cut out template
 » Grille key
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  RRP $ 1,100.00

  RRP $ 65.00

  RRP $ 129.00

  RRP $ 349.00



J Audio products are distributed by J Distribution
Address: 13/12 Tierney Place, Tweed Heads NSW 2485 Australia
Phone: +61755 991 551
Fax: +61755 992 643

Australasian Enquiries: sales@jdistribution.net
International Enquiries: internationalsales@jdistribution.net
Website: www.jdistribution.net
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